
Episode 1

Click here to watch the episode

Do Not Walk, 
Keep on Running

https://youtu.be/h1ELPYdp_YQ?si=v4dLXTK4_6AY2f49


A. Choose the correct words from the box.

VOCABULARY

one who acts or speaks on behalf of others.

a social group, typically sharing common ancestry, culture, 
and traditions.

someone who takes part in an activity or event.

relating to or involving the community as a whole; 
open to or shared by all.

to bring back or recover something.

a route or way, often a designated course for travel 
or movement.
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B. Choose the correct words from the box to fill in the blanks.

VOCABULARY

The Running Man Championship is exclusive to _______ of selected _____.

_______ must insert a card to enter the competition.

The competition is not open to the _______.

_______ items from other players is allowed during the competition.

The opening game involves wearing a randomly chosen item and selecting a _______
to plant their tribe flag.
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What is the purpose of the 
Running Man Championship?1 a. to showcase the participants' 

dancing skills
b. to determine the fastest runner
c. to select representatives of tribes
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COMPREHENSION
A. Choose the correct answers.

What is the requirement for 
entering the competition?
a. anyone from the public can participate
b. only individuals with specific 

participant cards are allowed
c. participants must wear squicky shoes

What is the main objective for 
participants in the Running Man 
Championship?
a. to win a gold coin
b. to showcase martial arts skills
c. to plant their tribe flag

According to Lonky, what is the 
purpose of the squicky shoes?
a. to train their calves
b. to concentrate their Chi
c. all of the above



COMPREHENSION
B. Label the pictures in sequence by using A-D, and then narrate the story.



Discussion Questions

What interests you about joining a competition?1
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A. Answer the following questions.

How do you feel about competing with others? How does it 
positively affect your self-confidence?

What skills do you think you could develop by participating in a 
competition?



Discussion Questions
A. Answer the following questions.
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What challenges might you face during the competition?

How do you think winning or losing in a competition 
might affect your friendships?

How can participating in a competition help you set and 
achieve personal goals?




